Abstract It is well known that visual analytics addresses the difficulty of evaluating and processing large quantities of information. Less often discussed are the increasingly complex analytic and reasoning processes that must be applied in order to accomplish that goal. Success of the visual analytics approach will require us to develop new visualization models that predict how computational processes might facilitate human insight and guide the flow of human reasoning. In this paper, we seek to advance visualization methods by proposing a framework for human 'higher cognition' that extends more familiar perceptual models. Based on this approach, we suggest guidelines for the development of visual interfaces that better integrate complementary capabilities of humans and computers. Although many of these recommendations are novel, some can be found in existing visual analytics applications. In the latter case, much of the value of our contribution lies in the deeper rationale that the model provides for those principles. Lastly, we assess these visual analytics guidelines through the evaluation of several visualization examples.
Introduction
In a previous paper, 1 we discussed the value of considering performance characteristics of human reasoning, problem-solving and decision-making in the development of information and knowledge visualizations. The driving force behind this program of research is the need to develop applications capable of attacking today's complex and critical problems with the required depth of reasoning and analysis that will support their solution. This paper builds on the work reported in our VAST 2008 paper 1 and expands our argument that the creation of comprehensive models of human-computer cognitive processing should be a core component of the visual analytics effort, and is an essential prerequisite for success of visual analytics as a field. In most visualization development, 'higher cognition' processes have been considered a 'black box' that receives information from the visualization through a perceptual transduction filter, and that generates responsive behavior through unspecified internal mechanisms. (We will discuss this metaphorical view of human-visualization interaction during our consideration of the van Wijk operational model of visualization in Considering the van Wyk Model.) However, as both interactive visualizations and cognitive tasks become semantically as well as perceptually complex, it becomes apparent that we must peek into that black box in an attempt to model and predict the behavior of the human-computer collaboration as a cognitive system. Psychology and related behavioral sciences have examined reasoning and other thought processes for decades, through classical scientific processes of reduction, laboratory testing and scientific induction. One reason that much of this research has, as yet, been unused in the construction of interactive visualizations is the lack of a broad theory of human reason with sufficient scope and predictive validity to impact the design and evaluation of those applications. It is, as Newell once wrote, as if 'science advances by playing twenty questions with nature'. 2 As Newell suggests, the reductionist approach to the study of higher cognition creates multiple competing theories of small, often binary, aspects of reasoning, and these have dominated the research. His solution to this problem was to propose that cognitive scientists generate models of large scale 'cognitive architecture' such as his own SOAR 3 , and Anderson's ACT-R 4 . These models have had some success at modeling human abstract problem solving but have struggled to accommodate cognitive activities that depend upon perceptual or motor processes to a high degree, such as fluent human interaction with a visualization system in the course of analyzing a situation and solving a problem.
But while complex, higher cognition is still predictable to some degree. The number of available heuristics is finite, and is therefore theoretically knowable. Also while extant research may disagree on the finer points, there is general agreement that humans are parsimonious problem solvers that most frequently chose to use the simplest heuristic that is adequate to accomplish a given task. For our purposes it may be sufficient to find aspects of human cognition that are sufficiently predictive that they can constrain the range of possible designs, and propose metrics for testing the success of those methods. This is a simpler task than the comprehensive model of human information processing that cognitive science seeks, although progress towards our goals may well have an impact on those more comprehensive models of human cognition.
This paper endeavors to lay the framework of a human cognition model, whose guidelines would guide the development of visual interfaces that are more able to attack the complex problems now being faced by analysts and researchers. Additionally, this paper shows how this model contributes new, cognition-based principles of visualization design. Some of these principles are already being used in the better visual analytics designs, but without the deeper rationale that the model provides. We will discuss and evaluate these visual analytics methods. Other principles from the model have not been applied or not fully applied, and we will discuss how their implementation and use will be of benefit.
Complementary Strengths
Our focus is a mixed-initiative visualization, in which both the computer and the human initiate processes and with which both collaborate in the exploration and creation of knowledge. Several of the obvious strengths are complementary, which further strengthens the potential of the collaboration.
Human strengths
Some of the earliest reasoning skills humans develop are those of adaptation and accommodation. 5 Adaptation is the ability to incorporate newly perceived information into extant knowledge schema and it relies heavily on an ability to categorize sensory stimuli at a rate that is nearly instantaneous. Even when what is perceived as novel will not fit existing knowledge schema, accommodation allows a human to temporarily place a marker in a closely similar schema or create a new one. 6 This 'fast and frugal' reasoning ability 7 enables humans to more effectively deal with rapidly changing situations. Biederman's 1987 Recognition By Components (RBC) model provides a mechanism by which basic-level categorization of visual objects takes place rapidly and accurately regardless of viewpoint or changes in non-essential characteristics of those objects. 8 This process is effortless (that is, it does not demand attentional resources) for a human, and it allows the reasoning process to advance despite incomplete information. It is far superior to current computer object recognition. In addition to our ability to categorize individual objects, human perceptual abilities are also well adapted to complex and rapidly changing scenes, defined here as complex sets of objects and events distributed in space that interact with each other in often novel ways. This resulting cascade of processes frees cognition for consideration of higher order characteristics of the information contained in the display rather than the display itself -object properties and spatial relations with other objects and causal relations to events taking place. Thus, cognitive operations can proceed using more parsimonious representations that are wellsuited for the task at hand. This can be thought of as a two-step process by which unconscious inference, the 'logic of perception', 9 works hand-in-hand with cognitive processes to support reasoning. In this view, expertise is not only a characteristic of higher-order cognitive logic, but also of perceptual logic that can be trained to better support cognitive operations through 'perceptual expertise'. 10 Partially due to a lifetime of experience in adaptation and accommodation, humans are much more flexible reasoners than AI models, and in particular much better enabled to understand novel situations and novel approaches to known problems. Humans rely on a compendium of reasoning and problem-solving heuristics, which can be used singly or concomitantly to accomplish the task at hand. The simplest of these, elimination heuristics such as satisficing, 11 eliminate available choices that do not possess an identified important attribute. Elimination heuristics require little cognitive effort, and so are often what a human will use first in an attempt to narrow down available choices.
Of course, if the problem becomes semantically complex, more effort is required. Our model assumes a mental model to inferred rules mechanization, 12 wherein the human uses all available information to create a mental model of the concept being considered. From this model, the human infers generalizeable rules -sometimes in a matter of seconds -that are used in later instantiations of a similar concept or problem. Because these models are based entirely on available (including previously held) information, it is imperative that all pertinent information is available to avoid the creation of incomplete mental models, which are, in turn, likely to be the basis of invalid rules.
Computer strengths
A computer is capable of two distinct processes that complement human reasoning strengths well: superior working memory and information processing without cognitive biases. Humans depend on their working memory as they reason, but are, at best, able to remember 7 ± 2 chunks of information. 13 The computer, on the other hand, has a 'working memory' limited only by hardware. The computer's ability to keep all pertinent information visually available to the human aids in complete mental modeling, among other things. The other computer strength is the lack of inherent biases. This bias-free environment is, to be sure, influenced by what the interface is designed to see as relationally relevant. But unlike humans, computers do not situationally filter out pertinent information in accordance with a perceived belief or because of the way a problem is presented. 14, 15 By presenting all relevant information, the computer can aid not only in mental modeling, but also in the analysis of competing hypotheses.
Use of a Human Cognition Model
This section will discuss the ways in which a knowledge of higher cognition focuses a mixed-initiative human cognition model (HCM), as well as provides several guidelines that can be derived from the model's use (see Figure 1 ). On each of the HCM's submodels, please see Green and Ribarsky 1 for more discussion.
Information discovery and knowledge building
The central process of the HCM is discovery, during which the computer presents information in an ontologicallike structure within a relevant, possibly human-defined, context. Presenting information within a relevant context is one method of mitigating human cognitive overload in the midst of an overwhelming number of semantic data points. The human directly interacts with the visualized information, focusing attention. We will explore this idea further in the section GVis.
An intuitive multi-model visualization also encourages knowledge building through new knowledge creation. Throughout the process of discovery, the human may uncover a relationship between two currently unrelated concepts or ideas. By creating a new relationship between the two concepts and perhaps annotating the relationship, the human collaborator can extend the knowledge base of the visualization, not only for what is to be accomplished in that particular session, but also for every session by every human who uses the visualization thereafter.
The computer can augment the discovery of relevant information through computer-aided discovery. Through observation of what interests the human collaborator, the computer can suggest information that is semantically related, but up to this point, has not been considered. This also would include relational data that has been added by other human collaborators, which allows one person to learn from another. The human is free to explore or to reject suggestions. But by making the effort in ensuring that nothing important is overlooked, the computer works to counteract human cognitive biases that can interfere with complete mental modeling.
Guidelines for discovery and knowledge building
We will now briefly discuss several guidelines based upon the HCM discovery and knowledge submodels. These can be used to motivate visual analytics interface design.
Multiple views
When the information being explored is semantically rich, and could be visualized through a variety of categorization levels, it is often left to the discretion of the visualization developer as to which level merits the primary view. It is important to categorize information to aid the human in directing attention, but we would argue that a visualization that utilizes multiple organizational views of the same information can be a powerful aid. As the human interacts with information in any view, the relational changes are visualized in all views. Although the concept of multiple views is not a new one, 16 what we would highlight is how multiple views are informed by human cognition. First, humans perceive information in a variety of ways including through the filter of their own assumptions, patterns are more likely to be discovered if represented in multiple ways, each tuned to particular, important aspects of the data.
Secondly, as we have discussed previously, humans prefer to narrow down the field of choices by eliminating those that do not posses desired attributes. This is usually done before utilizing more complicated heuristics. Multiple views make the process easier; multiple layers of relational attributes are readily knowable without additional search. Thirdly, multiple views enable more intuitive manipulation. Humans themselves do not interact with information in one dimension; humans are capable of multi-layered processing: perceptual, emotional and higher-cognitive. Indeed, of all the guidelines we will discuss, use of multiple views is the one most likely to lead to spontaneous insight.
Direct interaction
By definition, a well-designed information visualization allows the user to directly interact with information. But we would take direct interaction one step further. In computer-aided discovery, for example, the guideline of direct interaction would propose that whatever tactic the computer uses to suggest relational information to the human be done without interfering with a human's train of thought or flow of reasoning. Additionally, direct interaction supports the goals of other HCM guidelines by facilitating rich, fast and effective interaction. The human thinks in terms of the analysis task, which is closely aligned with the interaction, and then looks at the visualized results. As a result, the user is more able to stay in the cognitive zone (as we will discuss shortly), even with multiple windows.
With this in mind, visualization design should avoid, as much as possible, menus or other actions that take the user outside of the frame of the task. Interactions should be through direct manipulation and translucent wherever possible, avoiding the traditional pull-down menus, which require the human to sort through and think about menu items.
Central role of interaction
Human-computer interaction is not a series of disjointed behaviors. And although the visual process is an important part of visualization, it does not stand alone. Interaction has a rhythm, a cycle of give and take. Interaction is the process by which the computer and the human give, take and create knowledge. We will see an example of this when we will consider the van Wijk operational model in the next section.
Insulation of reasoning flow
One goal of intuitive visualization should be the facilitation of the flow of human reasoning. Once the human has focused cognitive resources in an area of interest, the visualization should not hamper the rhythm of reasoning until the human chooses to refocus resources elsewhere. This insulation can be achieved partially through direct interaction within context and intuitive computer-aided information discovery, as is discussed elsewhere in this section. Insularity is also aided, where possible, by an understanding of the temporal constraints of human perception and patterns of cognitive activity, adapting the timing of interface events and/or reducing the time required to retrieve necessary information from interface interaction. 17 Spivey 18 argues that the pace of cognitive operations is determined by the need to reduce the impact of the time required to pull information from the world on the flow of cognitive processing. This is due to the high cost of storing and retrieving items in working memory. Given the poor buffering capabilities of human information processing, it is more effective to simply reduce the speed of cognitive processes to match those of information uptake. For example, humans can think through visual material only as quickly as the eyes can move. In fact, the time that is required to read text is much faster if each word in the sentence is displayed in series at the same position in space (the Rapid Serial Visual Presentation technique). In normal reading, the pace of information processing slows to allow the eyes to move to the next word before the word just read is fully processed. Thus, the experience of reading shifts from a read-remember-read stop-and-go rhythm to a continuous (but slower) flow of reading. This insulates cognition from the stop-and-go of eye movements, and the experience seems continuous For visualization, the temporal constraints of the perception and control of the image differ. To optimize the use of cognitive resources, designers need to understand what temporal pattern of mental activity should take place for optimal cognitive performance, and adapt the timing of events so as to maintain that pattern. This will require additional research on rhythms of human information processing that are sufficiently predictive to generate guidelines that can be applied in the design process, perhaps by an attentive system that monitors user actions (such as eye movements) to infer patterns of cognitive processes.
In the terminology of the HCM, being 'in the zone' allows the human collaborator to reason without encountering unnecessary attentional or cognitive impediments. In cases where task complexity exceeds the user's ability to process information, or a cognitive impasse is reached for some other reason, the computer can provide a scaffolding of support by presenting the information within relevant context, suggesting what may have been overlooked, and keeping relevant information present.
Intimate interaction
It is important that the interaction is so transparent to the human collaborator that the give and take which occurs in a successful collaboration is seamless. Entering the interaction should seem natural and obvious. The use of on-screen tools should not require additional cognitive focus; they should be usable without the human having to 'think about it'. Successful intimate interaction, however, is more than just transparent interaction; it is a vehicle by which the human thinks and knows. The interface fades away, and the cognitive focus is only on the knowledge being created. This intimacy is not automatic; it is possible for interaction to be transparent but unhelpful or even inhibitory to the reasoning process. Intimate interaction is both transparent and supportive of holistic cognition.
Search by example and search by pattern
Searching for information has traditionally been done by entering a search term in a text box. But text boxes require humans to specify what to look for (such as in Boolean-type queries), as well as to stop where they are in the reasoning process to formulate a query in concrete terms. Finding an appropriate Boolean query will almost always break the flow of cognitive processing. We would argue that a better general approach would be to allow the human to indicate the search terms by pointing and clicking on an example or drawing a bounding box around a pattern of examples or other relational information. This allows the human to indicate the search visually, without the burden of linguistic encoding. This does not require an interruption in thought, feels more intuitive and allows reasoning to move forward.
It is true that Boolean searches can be necessary under certain conditions. For example, working within the definition of an information scent model, 19 a point-and-click search by example is likely a better approach. But if the user exhausts an old scent, coding a Boolean query may become necessary in the hunt for a new one. Key here is to make the decision about which type of search to employ based on the prediction of their impact on cognition. One of the interfaces we consider in the Examples section, WireVis, has successfully used point-and-click search by example with one or more variables. This, of course, requires underpinning analytical tools tightly integrated with the visual interface. This might not always be feasible, but it is a main goal of visual analytics.
Creation and analysis of hypotheses
One extension of the knowledge-building process that holds great potential for multi-modal visualization is in the creation of hypotheses. Hypothesis generation and evaluation is highly impacted by human cognitive bias, as humans are wont to seek out confirmatory evidence rather than to seek disconfirmation.
As Heuer described it, 20 hypothesis analysis starts with a list of hypotheses and a body of evidence that proves or disproves each one. As the human creates the list of hypotheses, the computer can aid in finding relevant evidence. From there, the computer, with its superior working memory, creates a weighted matrix or another relational structure that the human can evaluate with their superior reasoning ability. Using the edited relational structure, the human draws conclusions about which hypotheses are correct, and if desired, sets up a data-watch in the visualization that will notify the user of data changes. Hypotheses generation is initiated by the human, but the computer plays a significant role in shortening the process and neutralizing biases, as contributing to more solid conclusion through use of its strengths.
Considering the van Wijk Model
We will now discuss what the implications of our model would look like if integrated into the van Wijk operational model of the visualization process. 21 We do this primarily as another way to envision how a human cognition model interrelates with other aspects of visualization theory, or as another way to broadly sketch out the basic assumptions of the HCM within the context of an extant model.
van Wijk models the 'user' as P (perception and cognition), K (knowledge) and E (interactive exploration), as is demonstrated in Figure 2 . The user perceives the image (I) and interacts within the visualization using a variety of available manipulation techniques (the specifications (S)).
The model depicts Perception as feeding Knowledge, which, in turn, drives interactive Exploration. This is appropriate for aspects of human perception, such as what Gray calls 'microstrategies' 22 -simple perception/action patterns that take place largely without conscious direction but under executive control of cognitive processes. Some perceptions are not affected by the specifics of what the user knows, plans and expects; these are aspects of performance we can depend on to remain more or less constant or 'cognitively impenetrable'. 23, 24 There is still some discussion about which perceptual tasks could be considered truly 'preattentive' and which evidence cognitive manipulation (see for example Spivey 18 ), and it is not our intent to explore this debate in any depth here. Our intent is to demonstrate the cooperative give-and-take of cognition throughout interactive visualization exploration. Thus, for the purposes of this control diagram, we will define Perception to include other aspects of 'lower cognition' that do indeed inform executive cognition, such as object classification.
Additionally, it is difficult to separate 'knowledge' from the reasoning process that created it. A person's knowledge is not simply a compendium of declarative facts; it is also the relational or inferential semantic meaning a person gives the facts, patterns of facts and their relationships, the perceived worth of those facts and the ways in which facts are used to reason. Indeed, facts are useless without the reasoning power to manipulate them, and so we believe that the 'K' submodel must include the cognition processes that created it. Knowledge determines the methods used when new knowledge is integrated with the old. van Wijk also seems to imply this in how he models his 'user;' his model pictures Knowledge feeding Exploration. But K cannot inform E without the guiding focus of a reasoning process. Indeed, Exploration itself is cognition in action.
With these thoughts in mind, it would be more representative if Perception, Knowledge and Exploration were all modeled as cognitive processes informing each other. We would see P as the early cognitive processes of selective attention, categorization, accommodation, including perceptual logic (see section Human strengths). K is viewed as meaningful knowledge with the use of reasoning, problem-solving and other thought processes that allow the human to create knowledge, and E as a focused, interactive cognitive process utilizing both P and K.
When viewing the model this way, it is easy to see that two additional directional arrows need to be added to the model: from P to E and from E to K. The first arrow indicates the important role that perception and perceptual logic plays in active exploration. The second arrow signifies how a rhythm of interaction feeds knowledge reasoning. As the human explores and learns, that learning directs and focuses the attention of further exploration.
Additionally, van Wijk 20 expressed Knowledge in this way:
Although this expression does encapsulate the idea that Perception is a vital part of the process, our integration would express the creation of knowledge over time more like the following:
where Knowledge is the extension of currently held knowledge through the integrated perceptual and reasoning cognitive processes of Exploration.
Considering the Pirolli and Card sensemaking model
The HCM and its design implications share some understanding of the tasks involved in information processing with what is commonly called the 'sensemaking model' as specified by Pirolli and Card. 25 This model identifies a series of tasks that are used progressively by analysts to find and filter evidence in the creation of hypotheses and drawing of conclusions. The task series is presented as iterative, using both top-down and bottom-up cognitive tasks to forage and make sense of new information. The discussion of the foraging loop places emphasis on the human's ability to filter information and find patterns in the data. In the sensemaking loop, we see several tasks that are also the basis of the hypothesis generation subprocess of the HCM: listing hypotheses, listing evidence and drawing conclusions.
The sensemaking model outlines processes involved in information processing. But to some degree, it treats these processes as a series of small black boxes, whose tasks are described but whose involved cognitive processes are largely undefined. One goal of the HCM is to identify and explore multi-layered cognition within information spaces and, in the process, to open those black boxes so we can describe and find ways to support the processes they contain. Learning of whatever variety is not linear, but involves multiple subsystems that feed and inform each other throughout. Thus, it is important not to see human-visualization interaction as linear either, but rather as an interlinking of processes working in concert.
Additionally, although the sensemaking model delineates cognitive processes between top-down and bottomup processes, it does not handle cognition which either does not fit cleanly into either group or which defies such categorization. One obvious example is what is sometimes called spontaneous insight, or insights that emerge in 'a-ha!' moments with seemingly little conscious preparation. What triggers and informs this variety of problem-solving is still the subject of debate, 26, 27 but what is known suggests that spontaneous insight draws upon a wide scope of tacit knowledge, inferencing and paradigm-discarding information reorganization. This reorganization leads to a profound understanding of the problem's solution, without the plodding trial-and-error or other incremental heuristic traditionally associated with problem-solving. Moreover, this understanding happens in what is often described as a 'flash of time'. 27 And because much of the preparation is unconscious, the problem solver rarely can define where or how the solution came into focus.
More generally and in less dramatic fashion, human reasoning itself often defies the sensemaking model's incremental, bi-process structure. Reasoning is much more than a series of delineated tasks; depending on complexity, reasoning can combine any number of heuristics and use top-down and bottom-up thought constructions combinatorially. (For more discussion, Green and Ribarsky. 1 ) Any generally applicable model of human cognition must deal with this complexity sooner or later.
Briefly, we will discuss specific HCM theory and submodels that attempt to articulate the cognitive processes involved in the black box task processes of the sensemaking model. The foraging loop, which starts with a general, base categorization and moves downward into the more specific (the exploring-enriching-exploiting trade-off) utilizes a variety of cognitive processes previously discussed, including the use of elimination heuristics and the use of mental models that lead to generalized inferencing rules. The foraging loop also implies (but without specifics) the behavior of direct interaction, which promotes rapid and responsive interaction, insulating the reasoning flow. On the other hand, the 'leverage points' of the sensemaking loop described by Pirolli and Card 25 address hypothesis generation, which is also directly addressed by the HCM. In addition, the HCM uses mixed-initiative computer-aided discovery to address the biases that can confound evidentiary support needed in hypotheses analysis.
In conclusion, this discussion is not intended to propose the HCM as a replacement for the sensemaking model, but rather to join it with that operational model; the HCM is a step forward in the evolution of an understanding of holistic human cognition. Thus, our objective is to not only outline the cognition involved in these processes, but also to elucidate how that understanding can benefit and inform visualization design.
Examples
In this section, we will demonstrate the model guidelines by using them to evaluate and/or illustrate several visual analytics designs. The model, which was not used as a basis for these designs, provides a deeper understanding of the choices made and how the designs might be improved. Because we can discuss the rationale behind them more fully, we present predominantly designs that we helped develop. However, the arguments we make here would also apply to many other designs.
WireVis
Discovering financial fraud in the great stream of transactions at a large bank is a difficult, time-consuming and expensive process since it must employ expert analysts and uncover ever-changing modes of operation by criminals. The WireVis system was designed to combine the art of analysis with the science of visual analytics. 28 WireVis is an expert system, enhancing insight with what, in the terms of our Knowledge expression in the last section, is presumed to be the human's already sizeable K 0 ; it provides intuitive visual representations of wire transactions, enhancing P; different views within the system allow the analysts to gain an overview of all transactions in one glance, whereas the ability to drill down into specific details of individual transactions enables finer examination and scrutiny. A time-based visualization allows the analysts to detect abnormal temporal patterns. Search by example permits selection of a particular keyword or time distribution pattern; the system then finds patterns that are similar to (or quite different from) the selected pattern. Finally, a keyword network shows keyword links for the selected group of transactions (where linked keywords appear in the same transaction), uncovering relationships that significantly aid the analyst in picking out suspicious transactions. This process highlights the importance of E in extending K. Results of a user evaluation found WireVis to be an efficient, effective tool that can discover suspicious patterns in a great mass of transaction data; 28 the tool is also generally applicable to other types of transactional analysis.
WireVis has a number of capabilities that conform to the above cognitive model and highlights some of the design choices that must be made. Four windows are tailored to specific, important views and tasks. Though having a single window to focus the user's attention may be ideal in some conceptual sense, and there is presumably a cognitive and perceptual load during task switching, multiple windows seem necessary for many complex analytical problems. 29, 30 The key is to minimize the load in order to mitigate the interference to the human's reasoning flow. This is done to a great extent through the concept of balanced interaction, as discussed in the next paragraph.
In WireVis, the views were carefully chosen so that overviews of main aspects of financial analysis were maintained. Linking and brushing between all views was enacted and immediate update to any interaction was enforced. (There are not only perceptual but also cognitive aspects to maintaining high interactivity.) In addition, WireVis is designed to promote balanced interaction, during which the multiple interlinked windows act and look like a single interface, rather than separate entities; changes in one window are reflected across the interface, allowing the human to focus on the interaction, and similar types of interaction are supported in all windows. Thus, various selecting, filtering and drill-down (through the transaction hierarchy of transactions) interactions appear simultaneously in the multiple windows.
Further, very lightweight cursor passover interaction is enabled in several places (for example, passing over specific keywords). Finally, direct manipulation is used wherever possible to maintain user focus. We believe that balanced interaction is an essential design principle to keep investigators 'in the cognitive zone' when using a multi-window interface on complex problems. With balanced interaction, the different components of the interface merge into one cognitive whole where, as one of the papers co-authors remarked, 'The interaction is the analysis' (Remco Chang, personal communication). WireVis also has search by example, which has been singled out in our cognitive model because it is very general and it keeps the user in the context of her reasoning process without interrupting it to construct the appropriate search query, which can be quite difficult to accomplish. In this case, the user selects the keyword or transaction pattern she is thinking about to gather similar or dissimilar patterns. Search by example has been considered generally useful in other types of visualization, such as image analysis, 31 broadcast news event analysis, 32 and terrorism event investigation. 33 In fact, we believe that search by example should be part of any visual analytics interface involving analysis or reasoning tasks for large amounts of information.
Jigsaw
Jigsaw is a visual analytics system used to support investigative analysis. 29 It works with large collections of reports or other text documents and with the entities extracted from them. Its two main goals are to permit investigators to handle efficiently and move quickly through large document collections, and to support hypothesis formation and evidence gathering. Jigsaw won the university portion of the VAST 2007 Contest, which centered on a simulated investigation similar to those carried out by intelligence analysts.
As with WireVis, Jigsaw makes strong use of multiple windows with carefully tailored representations for complex investigative problems. The user is thought to be in an 'information cockpit' with multiple monitors in front of and above the user. 29 Jigsaw seeks to maximize pixel use to take advantage of both the user's high acuity central focus and wide peripheral field. This is also a valid design point for WireVis (which requires at least two desktop monitors or a high resolution cinema display) or any other multi-window system.
However, although Jigsaw has some linking and brushing to integrate the windows, it does not have the balanced interaction WireVis employs. Based on the HCM guidelines, we would expect that users of Jigsaw would be less in the flow and require more cognitive effort than in WireVis during window management and connection. This is certainly a point worthy of further analysis and evaluation.
As a point of contrast, Jigsaw uses a bottom-up approach, employing an incremental, query-based method to bring in subsets of data for exploration and possible connection, as compared with WireVis's topdown visualization of the whole data set and its context. Undoubtedly both approaches are valid and could be available in a general tool for complex problem-solving, and will be the subject of future study. Finally, Jigsaw is usable and simple. The interface permits direction interaction with representations of entities and reports, changing focus and detail. As with WireVis and other tools described here, simplicity and intuitiveness are not just goals based on perception principles but also based on the need for cognitive support. The HCM provides a point of view for investigating these goals in that light.
UrbanVis
UrbanVis is a system created to combine views of detailed geographical information with relational views of associated abstract information. 34 The geographical view is based on urban legibility theories in architecture, and the overall system permits the user to interactively explore an urban environment to understand the detailed characteristics of a city.
As with WireVis and Jigsaw and for the same general reasons, UrbanVis is highly dependent upon multiple views, with a three-dimensional multiresolution map driving the updates of a straight category view and a parallel coordinates view, giving the user a rich overview of many categories and relations at once. These views were carefully chosen after consultation with architects, urban planners and Geographic Information Systems experts. UrbanVis provides a general approach to reasoning with the combination of geographic and abstract data. We are applying UrbanVis to bridge management data over city and state regions and are planning to use it for situation awareness in emergency response. This and the other examples in the section Examples show the generality of a multi-window approach that is designed with principles of human cognition in mind. Users of UrbanVis interact directly with the information, moving a geographic pointer and highlighting areas of interest or conversely choosing categories or individual coordinates in the parallel coordinates view to highlight specific geographic areas. This makes it easer to discover hidden geographical patterns for combinations of demographic or other abstract data. In the same sense as with WireVis, UrbanVis provides balanced interaction. This combined with direct manipulation, makes interaction the central focus. In addition, UrbanVis also provides a top-down, exploratory view with drill down controlled by simple movement of the ball up and down. The interface has only one menu, as it strives to keep the user cognitively focused during problem solving.
Finally, as UrbanVis utilizes the central role of interaction, the visualization makes E, as defined in the section considering the van Wijk Model, the seminal focus. In this interface, designed for a broad cross-section of users, K 0 can be small or great, and an attempt is made through use of color and spatial organization to facilitate P.
GVis
Although the human is uniquely qualified for 'higher order' reasoning, our human cognition model permits the computer to support this process in numerous ways. GVis in this section and Scalable Resoning System (SRS) in the next provide some of this support. As several of the visualization approaches utilize similar methods, in these final sections we will highlight areas that are different from WireVis.
Using information available in public biological databases such as NCBI, GVis pictures the relationships and publications known about genomic data. 35 Owing to the details inherent in genomic data, the amount of information presently viewable during drill down in direct interaction becomes quickly overwhelming; the use of multiple views to visualize multiple levels of information hierarchies prevents humans from 'losing their place' in the taxonomy. Also, similar to WireVis, GVis is an expert visualization, requiring a rather sizeable K 0 to focus effective Exploration. This may mitigate the cognitive overload effects of information on P and K in Figure 2 .
A pop-up menu allows the user to view and explore publications on the spheres in the main view. This is perhaps not an optimum solution, as use of the menu is not intimate and can obstruct the field of view, which could threaten reasoning flow insularity and reduce the value of direct interaction.
The visualization uses color and simple circles to highlight groups, insulating reasoning flow and focusing P. In addition, it employs the notion of a stretchable canvas, similar to Pad + +, 31 to handle detail at all scales. The latest version of GVis applies the precepts of knowledge visualization, relying on taxonomic and ontological representations of genomic knowledge to determine what to visualize for the task at hand. When combined with the stretchable canvas, important knowledge at any scale can be made visible to support the current reasoning task. Thus, for example, glyphs showing how many genes are annotated (and what types) are made visible at the genome or even the cluster level, even though the individual genes are sub-pixel at these levels. This provides important support for the human reasoning process.
Scalable reasoning system
In SRS, Pike et al 36 demonstrate nicely the capacity of visual analytics to aid in hypothesis generation and analysis. For example, although searching by example in SRS is limited to text searches, queried information can become 'reasoning artifacts' to be used as the basis of hypotheses, or as evidence for hypotheses represented in 'thought chains.' The human is free to manipulate these artifacts directly in a sandbox-like information space that encourages reasoning flow insularity and focuses P as described in the section considering the van Wijk Model. Additionally, by allowing the human to arrange artifacts, interaction becomes the principle objective. Although SRS does not use multiple views to display information, by allowing rearrangement of artifacts, SRS encourages the human to organize them in a way that is meaningful to the individual. Additionally, SRS is more than a display. New knowledge can be created by creating relationships between reasoning artifacts. Thus, as the human generates hypotheses and their evidence, new knowledge that is created during the process is not lost, either to the current analysis or to all other humans given editable confidence ratings, which aids in the weighing of evidence in hypothesis analysis.
Towards a Predictive Human Cognitive Model
The current HCM is of substantial use in providing a framework for understanding the human-computer interface, in providing some initial design principles for both visual representation and interaction that can then be evaluated, and in revealing what to evaluate to support human cognition. However, the HCM can be made many times more powerful by making it predictive. The Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules (GOMS) model, for example, is a predictive model based on HCI evaluation research, and is derived for the design of mousedriven window interfaces. 37 It demonstrably improved the speed of the design process for these systems because it permitted the designer to avoid the slow, laborious process of user studies for each element of the design and for the overall layout. Indeed, because of its predictive capability, it permitted optimization of these interfaces beyond what could be accomplished with painstaking user studies because the design space could be explored in a comprehensive, predictive manner.
To develop a predictive HCM, we start with the idea of the user being in, falling out of and regaining the cognitive zone (hereafter, referred to as the CZ). Initially, we would develop a phenomenological model of these effects. We concentrate on two predictive mechanisms within the HCM, both focused on keeping the user in the CZ and in a high state of reasoning efficiency. The first predicts the cost and benefit of design principles and decisions for keeping the user within the HCM, including the cost of having to regain this state after falling out of it. The second predicts the enhanced (or depressed) probability of making a discovery and gathering an insight in a given period of time.
This approach reflects two aspects of the human reasoning process. The first part is performance-oriented; the more effort spent on a reasoning task (measured by number of operations or some other measure), the more will be accomplished. The second part attempts to capture spontaneous insight. It is not dependent on number of operations and may even be diminished by requiring too much focus and structure from the participant. 38 We construct a cost/benefit model for the first part of our approach. Cost/benefit models have wide applicability and, in particular, have been used successfully on adaptive graphics rendering 39 and in van Wijk's work, discussed previously. 21 A cost/benefit model would be (following van Wijk's approach):
where G is the benefit due to increased knowledge from use of the interactive visualization, W is the value of the acquired knowledge and F is the profit. These quantities depend on the change in knowledge K, the number of users n, the number of sessions per user the data are visualized m and the number of exploratory steps per visualization k. Costs depend on the initial development cost C i , the initial cost per user C u (for example, for selecting, tailoring and learning how to use the visualization) the initial cost per session C s (for example, for converting data and setting initial specifications) and the perception/exploration/cognition cost C e (for example, the user must spend time watching and understanding the visualization as the interactive exploration proceeds). Note that this model has a way to handle overall knowledge gain by a number of users (say, in a collaborative setting or for a tool that is widely used by a number of people) and takes into account training effort and costs per session for things such as data setup. Of course, the model is limited. For example, it assumes that if a user repeatedly revisits a data set for further exploration, his knowledge will continue to increase. But, even recognizing these limitations, a predictive model would still be a powerful tool. Here, we are most interested in assessing the terms G and C e . For the latter, we assess exploration costs and the penalty for falling out of the CZ, having to regain one's cognitive rhythm for the task at hand. Here we will need to categorize and rank actions. It is undoubtedly true that some actions are more disruptive than others, and the HCM provides us guidance as to what those are. Then we can plan evaluation strategy for quantifying, at least roughly, both G and C e . We have begun some of those evaluations, which will be reported elsewhere.
To capture discovery and spontaneous insight, we will need a separate probabilistic model. Our first step towards this model is necessarily crude; there is little in the literature on modeling these processes. The main aspect we wish to capture is the disruptive effect to flashes of insight due to falling out of the CZ, 38, 39 as well as the ameliorative effect of staying within the Zone. Our basic assumption within this model is that, using the HCM, we can distinguish operations that keep the user in the CZ from those that are disruptive. To represent the cumulative effect of non-disruptive operations that lead to insight formation within the CZ (for example, exploratory operations that support reasoning), we assume a probabilistic function that grows and then levels off over time as the user employs the interface. However, there can be disruptive actions that take the user out of the CZ (for example, having to form a Boolean search query or use a pull-down menu). These are represented by discontinuous downward trends, represented by breaks in the probability curve, whose depth is determined by the degree of disruption. The idea here is that the probability of gaining a spontaneous insight over a given period of time can be significantly lowered by significant or repeated disruptions. We can determine a rough shape for this probabilistic function over time through controlled experiments that seed data with insights to be discovered (for example, several hidden, new patterns of fraud in wire transaction data within a data visualization) and then permit users to use a visual analytics tool to discover them. In this approach, the HCM provides a framework for categorizing and linking together the operations of the tool in terms of cognitive processes.
Conclusions
If we in the visual analytics community are to attain our aspiration of more effective, more human-perceptive visualizations, we must begin to understand how humans manipulate semantically-complex information. It is not enough to understand what is being seen and given attention. Nor is it appropriate to infer combinatorial, individually-variable reasoning heuristics from the more binary cognitive behaviors. Just as an understanding of perceptual cognition based on evaluative research has been employed in creation of information-valuable displays, a competent comprehension of reasoning, problem-solving and decision-making must be employed in the development of mixed-initiative analytical interfaces.
What we have proposed is not a derived working model, but is, as yet, a framework of human cognitive behavior. Our goal is to sketch out a system of 'thinking about thinking' as a first step to interface interaction which is no longer just between user and data, but between human and computer partners, collaborating in the discovery of information and the creation and extension of knowledge.
What we have proposed is a model still in its rudimentary stages, whose future will undoubtedly be marked by additions, corrections and multiple series of empirical evaluation. In some ways, this work still has the emergent expectation and general outline of an excavation; we cannot pretend to have all of the answers, but we know we are digging at the right spot.
Even in its infant stages, the HCM has the potential to revolutionize how cognition is considered and evaluated in visualization design. For too long, visual analytic research has depended on black box assumptions about complex cognition that tend to be anecdotal, over-simplified and non-generalizeable. And because of a broad lack of standardization in protocol and incomplete results reporting in published visual analytics evaluations, it is difficult or impossible to replicate results or build on prior work. Claims are made, but the discipline as a whole stands still. For these reasons, among others, the study of reasoning behaviors during interactive visualization is often difficult and unclear. This threatens to stymie progress; our ability to visualize is outstripping our knowledge of the thinking system we are visualizing for.
Additionally, the HCM reminds us that human cognition is not, nor shall it ever be, one-size-fits-all. One reason that reasoning cognition is complicated is that its combinatorial nature allows for maximal problem-fit and solution scalability. In addition, which heuristics are used often depends on innate and learned differences within reasoners, as well as the challenges of the presented task. The potentially exponential scale of this complexity seems daunting. But humans tend toward the habitual; they also prefer not to think harder than they must. Psychological sciences have used these tendencies to their advantage, grouping reasoners based on learning styles and other built-in preferences, and using these groupings to develop trait rubrics that aid in explaining and, in some cases, predicting future behavior. There is no reason that we could not build on this extant work and group users based on individual differences, domain similarities and interaction behavior, provided we are willing to adopt a similar, exacting, experimental rigor. In fact, we have begun studies in this direction where we compare the strategies of users of our tools based on whether they are expert or novice or based on their demonstrated problem-solving abilities. In the former case, we are finding that the higher level strategies are easier to pick out and analyze because our tools are designed and evaluated with the HCM in mind.
One of the real strengths of creating a model such as the HCM is its inherent falsifiability. It would have been easier, perhaps, to choose one assumption, test and retest, then chose another assumption, test and retest, and perhaps eventually arrive at a model construct inductively. But the likelihood is that the trees would have muddled our sense of direction in the proverbial forest of mixed-initiative interaction. And very little would have been accomplished. By feeling our way to the boundaries of the forest, and marking its perimeter, we know where we are. The HCM is itself a hypothesis based on cognitive research and derived from the visual analytics designs of ourselves and others. But when applied, it informs the questions we ask and the evaluations we design. It provides a clarifying framework and a way to organize the results we get when we use and analyze our visual analytics tools. And it reminds us that individual cognitive behaviors must be evaluated within a holistic context. It is a place to start, and it is a thing to be tested. And as with all hypotheses, our testing will show what is valid and what needs to be expanded upon or changed.
We have been able to show extant examples of several of the HCM's submodels, but there is still work to be done. There are, as yet, no spontaneous methods of searching by analogical structure. Computer-aided discovery will require both a better understanding of learning interfaces as well as a comprehensive understanding of human iterative thought chaining.
There is also the pesky problem of a unified theory of reasoning. Understanding the available fragmented research is a good foundation; we must approach a more complete discernment of how all the pieces work together in an information space to be better able to define and evaluate the best ways to insulate reasoning flow, mitigate cognitive load, facilitate appropriate task switching and minimize attentional interference during the reasoning process.
Finally, there is the issue of better understanding of the temporal coordination of human reasoning during computation and presentation of information. The temporal dynamics of control actions and cognitive processing were addressed early in the history of HCI with GOMS and keystroke analysis. However the dynamic coupling of scene gist perception, eye movements, attentional allocation, cognitive processing and microstrategic perception/action patterns 22 remains to be explored. Recent advances in the application of nonlinear dynamical modeling 18 may provide sufficient predictive validity for incorporation into models of sensemaking in visual analytics.
These tasks are broad items on a bold agenda. But our evaluation has also uncovered multiple practical problems, and directed the search for how best to tackle them: what number of multiple views maximizes the cognitive return on investment, the best way for the computer to suggest unconsidered information without interruptingor annoying -the human at work and methods of maintaining the interactive process so as to keep cognition in the flow, whatever the task. But again, it all starts with daring to peek into reasoning's black box.
